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MULLANA, AMBALA

Communication of Decision of the Institutional Ethics Committee (IEC)

Project No: IEC- 114

Project Title: INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS SURFACE INCLINATION ANGLES ON MIDDLE DELTOID MUSCLE ACTIVITY IN STROKE POPULATION WITH SHOULDER SUBLUXATION: A CROSS SECTIONAL STUDY

Principal Investigator: NAVIYOTI GUPTA

Name of Institution: Maharishi Markandeshwar Institute of Medical Sciences & Research, Mullana (Ambala)

☐ New review   ☐ Revised review   ☐ Expedited review

Date of review (D/M/Y): 24/13/18

Date of previous review, if revised application: ---------------------

Decision of the Ethics Committee:
☐ Recommended   ☐ Recommended with suggestions
☐ Revision   ☐ Rejected

Remarks: Approved

Recommended for a period of: Two years

Please note:
- Inform EC immediately in case of any Adverse events and Serious adverse events.
- Inform EC in case of any change of study procedure, site and investigator
- This permission is only for period mentioned above. Annual report to be submitted to EC.
- Members of EC have right to monitor the trial with prior intimation.
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